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Nucleic acids and proteins are two main building blocks of all living systems, and interactions between them are responsible for maintaining, transferring and modifying all genetic information. 1 Generally, the starting point of most major biological processes is when protein molecules find, recognize and bind to specific sequences on DNA molecules. This generates the cascades of biochemical transitions that support the living systems. Because of its fundamental importance, the protein search phenomena have been intensively studied in the last 40 years using multiple experimental 2, 6, [10] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 31 and theoretical [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 15, 21, [25] [26] [27] 29, 30, 32, 34 methods. A significant progress in understanding the molecular picture of the target search on DNA has been achieved, but many aspects of underlying mechanisms still remain not fully explained. 8, 9, 25 Multiple experimental studies show that many proteins associate to specific sites on DNA much faster than predicted from 3D bulk solution diffusion estimates. 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 This is known as a facilitated diffusion. It has been argued theoretically that fast protein search is a result of combining 3D bulk solution motion with 1D sliding of non-specifically bound proteins along the DNA chain, 5, 6, 8, 9 which is confirmed by directly visualizing the protein motion in single-molecule experiments. 10, 12, [16] [17] [18] 22, 24, 31 Experiments also indicate that the non-specifically bound proteins are involved in conformational transitions between weaker interacting searching conformations, when the proteins slide quite fast along DNA, and stronger interacting recognition conformations, when the proteins move much slower. 17, 20, 21, 23, 31 The protein molecule can identify the specific target site while only in the recognition mode. At the same time, theoretical calculations indicate that for realistic conditions such conformational transitions significantly slow down the search dynamics, and the so-called "speed-affinity trade-off" is observed. 21, 26 The stronger the interactions in the recognition mode, the slower the association rate to the specific target because the protein molecules become effectively trapped in the recognition conformation. But this clearly contradicts to experimentally observed fast search times for typical transcription factor proteins. 17, 20, 21, 31 Furthermore, bioinformatics analysis of nucleotide composition near the specific sites on DNA indicates that targets are surrounded by more symmetric homogeneous nucleotide segments. 13, 14, 28 This leads to the enhanced interactions between protein and DNA molecules. However, theoretical calculations predict that such additional affinity near the target actually slows down the protein search, 15 which again does not agree well with experimental observations.
In this paper, we present a possible resolution of this problem by introducing a mechanism that can reconcile these experimental and theoretical results. Our hypothesis is that the enhanced interactions near the target sites due to symmetric homogeneous nucleotide segments might stimulate the increased conformational transitions activity only at some limited range around the specific sequence, and not everywhere along the DNA chain. The logic here is that cutting the size of the recognition mode will decrease the trapping effect, while the positive effect due to finding the target by sliding along the recognition mode and coming directly from the searching mode is still preserved. We developed a theoretical description of this hypothetical mechanisms using two different approaches via continuum and discrete-state stochastic models. This provides a comprehensive description of the process, and it is found that there is an optimal length of the conformational transitions zone that accelerates the protein search dynamics.
We consider a protein search process for a specific sequence on a single DNA molecule as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the discrete-state and continuum descriptions, respectively. In the discrete-state model ( Fig. 1 ) the DNA molecule is viewed as having L sites, and to each of them the protein can bind non-specifically from the solution with a rate k on /L. After the association, the protein molecule is found in the searching conformation where it interacts weakly with DNA and it can diffuse along the chain with a rate D s . The protein can also dissociate back into the solution with a rate k of f . There are l r binding sites (m − l r /2, ..., m + l r /2), from which the protein can transition into the recognition conformation with a rate k t . Because in the recognition state the protein interacts much stronger with the DNA molecule, we assume that this transition is effectively irreversible. This is a reasonable approximation which simplifies calculations significantly. But it can be argued also that relaxing the irreversibility of the conformational transition will not affect main results of our analysis. In the recognition state, the protein can diffuse with a rate To explain better the proposed mechanism, it is reasonable to consider a simpler, but still quite realistic, case of very fast conformational transitions, k t → ∞. In this case, assuming the discretestate description, the problem simplifies into effective one-dimensional chain of two types of states.
If the protein is found on any site n such that 1 ≤ n < m − l r /2 or m + l r /2 < n ≤ L, it is in the search mode with the diffusion rate D s . But on sites m − l r /2 ≤ n ≤ m + l r /2 the protein is in the recognition conformation with the diffusion rate D r . Once the protein reaches the recognition zone, it cannot return back to the search mode. We can define functions G n (t) and F n (t) as firstpassage probability density functions of reaching the target site m at time t starting from the state n at t = 0 in the recognition conformation (functions G n (t)) or in the search conformation (functions F n (t)). In addition, the function F 0 (t) describes the first-passage probability density function when the protein starts in the solution. These first-passage probabilities are governed by set of backward master equations, 7, 15, 26, 32 producing for the recognition conformations
In addition, we have G m (t) = δ(t) because if the protein starts in the target the search is immediately accomplished.
These backward master equations can be solved by utilizing the method of Laplace transformations, 7, 15, 26, 32 where the first-passage probability functions change via
Then the backward master equations are modified as follows,
with G m (s) = 1. These equations can be solved, yielding
for m − l r /2 ≤ n ≤ m + l r /2, and where a parameter x is given by
A similar analysis can be done for the search conformational states. The backward master equations for the functions F n (t) in the Laplace form can be written as
(10)
These equations can be solved exactly. For example, for the first-passage probability function starting from the solution we have
where the auxiliary functions are given by
and
It allows us to evaluate the search time, which we identify as a mean first-passage time to reach the target starting from the solution. It can be found from T 0 ≡ − ∂ F 0 ∂s | s=0 , leading to the following final expression,
The physical meaning of the search time from Eq. (18) can be easily explained. It consists of two terms, T 0 = t 1 + t 2 , with
The first term, t 1 corresponds to the mean time it takes for the protein molecule to reach the recognition region. In Eq. (19) S(0) corresponds to the distance that protein diffuses along the DNA in the searching configuration before dissociating back into the solution. Then The second term, t 2 (see Eq. (20), is also simple to understand: it is just the searching time when the protein is in the recognition mode with a quadratic scaling on the size of the recognition region l r , as expected.
The results of calculations for the protein search times using the discrete-state model are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 . The most important observation is that there is an optimal length of the fluctuations region which leads to the fastest search times. It can be shown that this length corresponds to the situation when the protein spends comparable times to reach the recognition region and to find the target from the recognition mode, i.e., t 1 ≈ t 2 . The optimal size and the effect of the search acceleration depends on several factors. Increasing the diffusion constant D r increases the optimal length: see Fig. 3 . This is because for larger D r the time t 2 should decrease, and to keep t 1 ≈ t 2 the non-fluctuations region (L − l r ) should shrink. The optimal length and the acceleration also depend, although to a less degree, on the diffusion constant in the search mode, 
Our analysis can be extended to the case when the conformational transition rate k t is comparable to other rates and the size of the target might also vary. In this situation, it is convenient to analyze the continuum model presented in Fig. 2 . To evaluate the search dynamics, we assume that the system is in the stationary state with a constant flux J 0 of proteins injected into the solution and removed at the target. Then the search time can be calculated from
where N b , N s and N r are the steady-state numbers of proteins in the bulk, in the search conformation, and in the recognition conformation, respectively. Because, the conformational transition is irreversible, the overall search time is again can be written as a sum of two terms, T 0 = t 1 + t 2 , corresponding to entering into the recognition mode and finding the target. They can be written as
The time to reach the recognition conformations states can be calculated using the following arguments. The number of proteins in the search mode is given by
where c s (x) is the stationary protein concentration in the searching mode. It is reasonable to assume that the protein concentration in the region where the conformational transitions are taking place is not the same as in the other part of DNA, i.e., c s (x) = c 1 (x) for −L/2 < x < −l r /2 and l r /2 < x < L/2, and c s (x) = c 2 (x) for −l r /2 < x < l r /2. These concentrations can explicitly calculated from the following reaction-diffusion equations,
with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions. In addition, we have a stationary balance condition,
which can be used to get the explicit expression for t 1 , namely
In this expression, the parameter S is the average scanning length of the protein in the searching mode before dissociating, and it is given by
where
A similar analysis can be done to calculate the time needed to reach the target while being in the recognition mode. The final result is
The results of the calculations for the search times for the continuum model are presented in Figs.
5 and 6. One can see that theory again predicts the optimal length of the fluctuations region. The dependence of the optimal length on other parameters also can be explained using the balance arguments for protein to be found comparable times in the search or in the recognition modes.
Increasing the transition rate k t makes the search faster and it shifts the optimal position to smaller values: see Fig. 5 . This is due to the fact that larger transition rates decrease the time t 1 , so to compensate the time t 2 should be decreased by shortening the length of the fluctuation region. The protein search also depends on the size of the target l t as presented in Fig. 6 . Increasing l t lowers the search time, as expected. But it also increases the optimum length of the fluctuations region because the protein is diffusing shorter distances, l r − l t , in the recognition mode, yielding smaller t 2 . To compensate for this, shorter search segment without fluctuations is needed to lower t 1 .
We introduced a possible new mechanism of the protein search for specific sequences on DNA. Theoretical calculations suggest that there is the optimal length of the fluctuation transitions region which accelerates the protein search. It corresponds to the balance between being in the search or in the recognition mode. It has a clear physical meaning. The diffusion in the recognition mode is usually slow, and making the fluctuations region long will slow down search due to the effective trapping in these conformational states. If the fluctuations segment is too short, the protein might slide over this region without going into the recognition mode. This also will increase the search time. Clearly, there must be an optimum length that will minimize the search times. It will be important to test our idea using experimental approaches as well as more advanced theoretical methods.
